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Let F be an arbitrary field and let D be a division algebra having center
F which is finite dimensional over F. In general, there need not exist a
maximal subfield E of D which is Galois over F. If such an E exists, we
call D a crossed product or G-crossed product if G is the Galois group of
.E over F ; if no such E exists, we call D a noncrossed product. There are
three primary examples of noncrossed product division algebras in the
w xliterature; these are the generic division algebras of Amitsur A , the
w x w xJacob]Wadsworth examples JW , and the examples of Brussel B1 . Re-
w xcently, Brussel B2 proved that certain of his noncrossed products cannot
be embedded in crossed product division algebras with the same center.
We have also been informed by Adrian Wadsworth that the noncrossed
w x .products of JW can be modified to have the same property. This raises
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the question which motivates this paper: Can the generic division algebras
be embedded in crossed product division algebras with the same center?
Perhaps surprisingly, as we will see, ``most'' generic division algebras do
embed in crossed product division algebras with the same center. Indeed,
this result turns out to be a special case of a more general embeddability
result valid for arbitrary finite dimensional division algebras. We will prove
that for any such D, there exists a finitely generated purely transcendental
extension L of its center F such that D L embeds in a crossedmF
product division algebra with center L.
Before giving precise statements of our main results, we first thank
Louis Rowen for his help with some research which led directly to this
paper. We next introduce some terminology. We assume that the reader is
 .familiar with the basic properties of the Brauer group, Br F , of a field F
w x w xas found, for example, in P or D . When we write that DrF is a division
or simple algebra, we mean that F is the center of D and D is finite
dimensional over F. Let ArF be a simple algebra. We denote the class of
 . w x w x w xA in Br F by A . The unique division algebra DrF such that A s D
is called the division algebra component of A. The degree of ArF is the
w xsquare root of the dimension A : F ; the degree of DrF is the index
 . w x  .  .ind A of A. The order of A in Br F is denoted exp A . p will always
be a prime. If n is an integer, we write n s n nX where n is a power of pp p p
and nX is prime to p. A can be written as A ??? A wherem mp p F F p1 m
 4p , . . . , p are the distinct primes dividing the degree of A and each1 m
A rF is a simple algebra having degree a power of p . It is clear thatp ii
 .   ..ind A s ind A for any prime p. We denote the opposite algebra ofp p
A by A8. We denote the generic division algebra of degree n generated by
 .  .r n = n generic matrices over F by UD F, n, r ; the center of UD F, n, r
 .will be denoted by Z F, n, r . In what follows we make frequent use of the
fact that if DrF is a division algebra and K is a purely transcendental
 . wextension of F, then D K rK is a division algebra P, CorollarymF
x19.6a .
Let DrF be a division algebra. We say that DrF centrally embeds in a
division algebra D9 if D9 has center F, is finite dimensional over F, and
there is an F-algebra monomorphism D ª D9. By the double centralizer
theorem this is equivalent to saying that there is an F-algebra isomor-
phism D9 ( D A for some division algebra ArF. We only considermF
such central embeddings when we say that DrF can be embedded in D9.
Let ErF be an algebraic extension of fields. If a g E, we denote the
w x  .monic irreducible polynomial in F x having a as root by Irr a , F . We
say that ErF is G-Galois if E is a Galois extension of F with Galois
 .group Gal ErF isomorphic to G. Finally, S denotes the symmetric groupn
on n letters.
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Let DrF be a division algebra and let E be a splitting field for D. In
general, there is little that one can say about the index of D T formF
fields T with F : T : E. Our embeddability results are based on the
following theorem, of independent interest, which shows that there always
exists a purely transcendental extension K of F and a splitting field E of
 . w xD K for which ind D T s E : T for certain fields T with K : Tm mF F
: E.
THEOREM 1. Let F be an arbitrary field and let DrF be a di¨ ision algebra
of degree n. Then there is a purely transcendental extension K of F and a
 .separable maximal subfield K a of D K such that if E is the GaloismF
 .closure of K a o¨er K, then the following hold:
 .1 E is a splitting field for D.
 .  .2 Gal ErK ( S .n
 .  .3 Let T be a subgroup of Gal ErK such that each non-identity
 .element of T acts without fixed points on the roots of Irr a , K . Then
 T . < <ind D E s T .mF
Before proving Theorem 1, we first state and prove our embeddability
results. Our first main embedding theorem will be a consequence of
w xTheorem 1 and FSS, Theorem 5.3 . For the convenience of the reader, we
w xfirst recall an important construction from FSS, p. 476 .
Let G be a finite group. For T a subgroup of G, we denote
1 Ã .  .Hom T, QrZ s H T, QrZ by T. By a subcharacter l of G we mean an
Ã  .element of T for some subgroup T of G; we denote T by D l and the
 .kernel of l by K l . We denote the set of left cosets of T in G by GrT
 4and let u be a set of symbols in one to one correspondence with thes T
w xelements of GrT. Z GrT denotes the free abelian group on GrT made
into a G-module by g u s u . Now let H be a subgroup of G. We says T gs T
y1  .  .that H splits a subcharacter l of G if s Hs l D l : K l for all
 .s g G. Let L H denote the set of subcharacters of G split by H and let
  ..  . w  .xM L H denote the direct sum over all l g L H of Z GrD l . There
Ã 2 w x.exists a canonical isomorphism c : T ª H G, Z GrT obtained from
w x   ..Shapiro's Lemma FSS, p. 463 . We let a L H denote the direct sum of
 . 2   ...  .c l g H G, M L H taken over all l g L H . Now suppose that ErK
  ..is a G-Galois extension of fields. We write M L H multiplicatively and
w xform the quotient field E of the group algebra E M . There is a natural1
action of G on E by field automorphisms; under this action, the fixed1
G  w xfield L s E is purely transcendental over K see L, Proposition 1.4 or1
w x.   .. UM . The natural inclusion M L H ª E induces a monomorphism1
2   ... 2 U . w x   ..H G, M L H ª H G, E FSS, Proposition 2.4 ; we identify a L H1
with its image under this monomorphism. Finally, we let D s
   ...D E rL, G, a L H denote the crossed product algebra corresponding1
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  ..  .to a L H . A formula for the index of D D L for any divisionm mL 0 K
w xalgebra D rK which is split by E is given in FSS, Theorem 5.3 .0
THEOREM 2. Let F be an arbitrary field and let DrF be a di¨ ision algebra
of degree n. Then there exists a finitely generated purely transcendental
 .extension L of F and a separable maximal subfield L a of D L such thatmF
 .if E is the Galois closure of L a o¨er L, then E rL is S -Galois and1 1 n
D L centrally embeds in an S -crossed product di¨ ision algebra ArLmF n
ha¨ing E as a maximal subfield.1
Proof of Theorem 2. Assume that Theorem 1 has been established. Let
F be an arbitrary field and let DrF be a division algebra of degree n. Let
 .K, a , and E be as in Theorem 1. We identify the roots of Irr a , K with
 4  .1, 2, . . . , n and Gal ErK with S . Let H ; S be the cyclic subgroupn n
  ..generated by an n-cycle, let M s M L H be as defined above, and let E1
w xdenote the quotient field of the group algebra E M . Then, as above, Sn
acts on E by field automorphisms. Let L be the fixed field, ESn. Since L1 1
is purely transcendental over K, L is purely transcendental over F. E is1
 .clearly the Galois closure of L a over L and E rL is S -Galois. Let D91 n
be the division algebra component of the crossed product algebra
   ...  .D E rL, G, a L H defined above and let A s D L D9. Sincem m1 F L
D L centrally embeds in ArL, it suffices to show that ArL is amF
division algebra having E as maximal subfield.1
Suppose D rK is a division algebra split by E. Let p be a prime and let0
w  .xP be a Sylow p-subgroup of S . By FSS, Theorem 5.3, 3 ,n
w x Tind D9 m D m L s min P : T ? ind D m E , ) .  . 4 .  .pL 0 K 0 K
where the minimum is taken over all subgroups T of P such that
y1  .T : D s Hs . We will apply ) using two choices for D . Takings g S 0n
 .  .D s K, we will deduce that ind D9 s n y 1 !. Then, taking D s0 0
 .D K, we will show that ind A s n!.mF
We begin with an easy observation. Suppose that T is an arbitrary
subgroup of P such that T : D s Hsy1. Since H is generated by ans g Sn
n-cycle, every element of T is a power of some n-cycle. In particular, each
 4non-identity element of T acts fixed point free on 1, 2, . . . , n . Thus every
 4 < < < <orbit of T on 1, 2, . . . , n has length T and so T divides n. Thus
< < w x  < < .  . .T F n and so P : T G S rn s n y 1 ! . Taking D s K inp pp n p 0
 .  . w x) , we see that ind D9 equals the minimum of P : T taken over allp
y1 w xsubgroups T of P such that T : D s Hs . As noted above, P : Ts g Sn
 . .G n y 1 ! for such a T. But for T conjugate to a Sylow p-subgroup ofp
w x w x  . .  .  . .H, we have P : T s S : H s n y 1 ! and so ind D9 s n y 1 ! .n p p p p
 .  .Since this holds for every prime p, ind D9 s n y 1 !.
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 .  .  . .Next, let D s D K in ) so ind A s ind D L D9m m m0 F p F L p
w x  T .equals the minimum of the products P : T ? ind D E taken overm0 K
all subgroups T of P such that T : D s Hsy1. Let T be such as g Sn
 T . < <subgroup. By our choice of K, a , and E, ind D E s T . ThusmF
 . w x < < < <ind A s P : T ? T s P s n! . Since this holds for every prime p,p p
 .ind A s n!.
 .Finally, since D L rL is a division algebra of degree n and D9rLmF
 .  .is a division algebra of degree n y 1 !, ArL has degree n!. Since ind A
ws n!, ArL is a division algebra. E splits A by FSS, Theorem 3.6 and1
x w x  .Corollary 5.2 . Since E : L s n!s ind A , E is a maximal subfield of A1 1
w xP, Corollary 13.3 .
We next answer the original question motivating this paper.
THEOREM 3. Let F be any field and n ) 1 an integer. Then there is an
 .integer R such that if r G R, then UD F, n, r centrally embeds in an
S -crossed product di¨ ision algebra.n
Remarks. We do not know whether Theorem 3 is true for small values
of r. It is striking, however, that this is a result that might depend on r ; for
 .the most part, the known properties of UD F, n, r are independent of the
w xchoice of r. We also note that Brussel's result B2 combined with
Theorem 3 shows that the property of being centrally embedded in a
crossed product division algebra does not specialize.
Theorem 3 is an almost immediate consequence of Theorem 2 and the
 w x.following well known result of Procesi see Pr; R-V, Theorem 3.1 .
 .  .PROPOSITION 4 Procesi . Let r G 2. Then Z F, n, 2 is naturally a
 .subfield of Z F, n, r . Under this identification:
 .  .  .1 Z F, n, r rZ F, n, 2 is purely transcendental of transcendence
 . 2degree r y 2 n , and
 .  .  .  .2 UD F, n, 2 Z F, n, r ( UD F, n, r .mZF , n, 2.
We next show how Theorem 3 follows from Theorem 2 and Proposi-
tion 4.
Proof of Theorem 3. Let F be any field and n ) 1 an integer. By
 .  .Theorem 2 applied to UD F, n, 2 rZ F, n, 2 , there exists a finitely gener-
 .ated purely transcendental extension L of Z F, n, 2 such that
 .UD F, n, 2 L centrally embeds in an S -crossed product divisionmZF , n, 2. n
algebra ArL. Let m be the transcendence degree of L over F and
 . 2suppose that r is such that the transcendence degree r y 2 n of
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 .  .  .Z F, n, r rZ F, n, 2 is at least m. Then we may assume that Z F, n, 2 :
 .  .L : Z F, n, r where Z F, n, r rL is purely transcendental. But then by
Proposition 4,
UD F , n , r ( UD F , n , 2 m Z F , n , r .  .  .ZF , n , 2.
( UD F , n , 2 m L m Z F , n , r .  . . .ZF , n , 2. L
centrally embeds in the S -crossed product division algebran
 . w xA Z F, n, r P, Corollary 19.6a .mL
It remains to prove Theorem 1. In our proof of Theorem 1 we will need
w  . x  .to use a result about the order of UD F, n, 2 N in Br N formZF , n, 2.
 .certain finite extensions N of Z F, n, 2 . Since this result may be of
independent interest, we present it before beginning the proof of Theorem
 .1. We begin our discussion by recalling how to represent UD F, n, 2 using
S -lattices.n
 4 nView S as the group of bijections of 1, . . . , n . Let X s Z x be[n is1 i
the free abelian group on the x . Make X an S -module by settingi n
 .s x s x for all i and all s g S . Let Z be the S -module with triviali s  i. n n
action. The morphism X ª Z defined by x ª 1 is clearly S -actioni n
preserving. Let I ; X be the kernel. We have the exact sequence
0 ª I ª X ª Z ª 0. 1 .
 .Let Y 9 s Z y be the S -lattice defined by setting s y s y .[i, j i j n i j s  i.s  j.
The direct sum here is over all pairs i, j with 1 F i, j F n. There is an
S -morphism surjection Y 9 ª I defined by sending y ª x y x . Wen i j i j
define the kernel of this map to be Y, so we have the exact sequence
0 ª Y ª Y 9 ª I ª 0. 2 .
Let F be an arbitrary field. Write X and Y multiplicatively and form the
w xgroup algebra F X [ Y . Since X [ Y is a free as an abelian group,
w xF X [ Y is a Laurent polynomial ring. Form the field of fractions
 .E s F X [ Y . The action of S on X [ Y induces an action by fieldn
automorphisms on E. By the definition of a group algebra, there is a
X  .canonical S -morphism e : X [ Y ª E*. Set X s e x g E* and let Zn 1 1
Sn  X .be the invariant field E . Then E is the Galois closure of Z X . If1
 .  4UD F, n, 2 is viewed as the central ring of fractions of the ring F X , X1 2
 .generated by two n = n generic matrices X and X , then Z ( Z F, n, 2 ,1 2
 X .  . .  .Z X is isomorphic to the maximal subfield Z F, n, 2 X of UD F, n, 2 ,1 1
 .  . .and E is isomorphic to the Galois closure over Z F, n, 2 of Z F, n, 2 X1
w xF, Theorem 3 .
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 .  .Let T ; S be a subgroup. Of course, the exact sequences 1 and 2n
 .  .are exact sequences of T-modules. From the exact sequences 1 and 2
there are cohomology exact sequences
X T ª Z ª H 1 T , I ª H 1 T , X 3 .  .  .
and
H 1 T , Y 9 ª H 1 T , I ª H 2 T , Y . 4 .  .  .  .
As a T-module Y 9 is a permutation lattice with Z basis the y 's that isi j
w xpermuted by T. Hence Y 9 is a direct sum of lattices of the form Z TrH
and so for any T,
H 1 T , Y 9 s 0 5 .  .
 w x.see, e.g., FSS, p. 461 .
Let us specialize to the case T s S . The cokernel of X Sn ª Z is clearlyn
1 .  .ZrnZ. Set b g H S , I to be the image of 1 q nZ. In 4 let a gn
2 . w xH S , Y be the image of b. Then from S1, p. 322 we have:n
 .PROPOSITION 5. Let the context be as abo¨e. Then Z F, n, 2 can be
Sn  .identified with Z s E and UD F, n, 2 is Brauer equi¨ alent to the crossed
  ..product D ErZ, S , e* a .n
w  .xWe next derive the needed result about the behavior of UD F, n, 2
 T .under restriction to Br E where T : S is a subgroup.n
PROPOSITION 6. Let the context be as abo¨e and let T be a subgroup
of S .n
 .1 Let m be the greatest common di¨ isor of the lengths of the orbits of
 4   . T .T acting on 1, . . . , n . Then exp UD F, n, 2 E s m.mZ
 .2 If each non-identity element of T acts without fixed points on
 4   . T . < <1, 2, . . . , n , then ind UD F, n, 2 E s T .mZ
 . w  . T x w  TProof. 1 By Proposition 5, UD F, n, 2 E s D ErE , T,mZ
 ..x 2 . w xe* a N where a N is the restriction of a to H T, Y . By FSS, p. 461T T
2 .  T .the map e* : H T, X [ Y ª Br E is injective. Thus it suffices to show
that a N has order m. ZrmZ is the cokernel of X T ª Z and so byT
 .  .  .naturality and 3 , b N has order m. But by naturality, 4 , and 5 , a N isT T
1 . 2 .the image of b N under the injection H T, I ª H T, Y . This provesT
 .1 . Suppose next that each non-identity element of T acts without fixed
 4 < < < <points on 1, 2, . . . , n . Then each T-orbit has length T and so m s T . By
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 .   . T . < <   . T .1 , exp UD F, n, 2 E s T . Thus ind UD F, n, 2 E is divisi-m mZ Z
< <  .ble by T . But E is a splitting field for UD F, n, 2 and so
T T  . . w x < <  .ind UD F, n, 2 E divides E : E s T , proving 2 .mZ
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let F be an arbitrary field and let DrF be a
 .division algebra of degree n. Let Z s Z F, n, 2 and let
A s UD F , n , 2 m D8 m Z . .  .Z F
Let K be the generic splitting field of ArZ. Clearly, D K (mF
 .  .UD F, n, 2 K. View UD F, n, 2 as the central ring of fractions of themZ
 4ring F X , X generated by two n = n generic matrices X and X . Let1 2 1 2
a s X so a is a primitive element for a separable maximal subfield of1
 .  .UD F, n, 2 . Let E denote the Galois closure of Z a over Z. Then0
 .  .  .Gal E rZ ( S , Z a splits UD F, n, 2 , and E rF is purely transcen-0 n 0
w x  .  4dental Pr, p. 95 . We identify the roots of Irr a , Z with 1, 2, . . . , n and
 .we identify Gal E rZ with S . Let E s E K. We claim that E, a , and K0 n 0
satisfy the requirements of Theorem 1.
w xBy S2, Theorem 4 , K is a purely transcendental extension of F. Since
w  . x w  . xK is regular over Z, K a : K s Z a : Z s n and ErK is S -Galois.n
 .  .  .  .Since Z a splits UD F, n, 2 , K a splits UD F, n, 2 K ( D K.m mZ F
 .  .Since D K rK is a division algebra of degree n and K a is amF
 .  .splitting field for D K rK of degree n over K, K a is isomorphic tomF
 .a maximal subfield of D K. Since E > K a , E is a splitting field formF
D K.mF
 .Suppose next that T is a subgroup of Gal ErK such that each
 4non-identity element of T acts without fixed points on 1, 2, . . . , n . Theo-
 T . < <rem 1 will follow if we show that ind D E s T . Since D K (m mF F
 .   . T . < <UD F, n, 2 K, it suffices to show that ind UD F, n, 2 E s T .m mZ Z
 . T TLet A T s A E . Since K is the generic splitting field of ArZ, EmZ 0
T  . T w xs KE is the generic splitting field of A T rE R, p. 427 . Since0 0
 . T   . T . TTU D F , n , 2 E s U D F , n , 2 E E ,m m mZ Z 0 E 0
  . T .ind UD F, n, 2 E equals the minimum of the indices of the variousmZ
simple algebras
iT
TB T s UD F , n , 2 m E m A T .  .  . .i Z 0 E0
  .. w x   ..as i varies from 1 to ind A T S-vdB, Theorem 1.3 . For i s ind A T
  .. < <  .we have ind B T s T by Proposition 6 2 . Thus it suffices to prove thati
  .. < <ind B T G T for all i and all primes p.pi p
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 .Fix p a prime. By definition of A and A T ,
iq1 iT T
TB T s UD F , n , 2 m E m D8 m E . .  . .  .i Z 0 E F 00
Suppose first that p does not divide i q 1. Let L be a finite extension of F
w x  .  .which splits D. By S2, Lemma 12 , UD F, n, 2 ZL s UD L, n, 2 andmZ
LE rL is S -Galois. Thus0 n
iq1T T
TB T m LE s UD L, n , 2 m LE . .  . .i E 0 Z L 00
 .   . T . < <By Proposition 6 2 , exp UD L, n, 2 LE s T . Since p doesmZ L 0
  . T . < < < <Tnot divide i q 1, exp B T LE s T . Thus T dividesm p pi E 0 p0
  . T . < <   .. wTind B T LE and so T divides ind B T D, Theorem 12,m pi E 0 p i0xp. 67 .
Suppose next that p divides i q 1. Then p does not divide i. Since E0
 .splits UD F, n, 2 ,
i
TB T m E s D8 m E . .  .i E 0 F 00
But E rF is purely transcendental and p does not divide i, so0
  . .   .. < <Tind B T E s n and so n divides ind B T . But T divides nm pi E 0 p p i0
< <   ..so T F n F ind B T . This completes the proof of Theorem 1.p p i p
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